
An Important Conversation about 
Conversations
Covering:
Team
Planning
Production
Post Production
Success! 



Acknowledgement of Country
To start, Wayward Strand was made on the lands of Wurundjeri and 
Bunurong people of the Kulin nation, and is set on Bunurong country, and 
we pay our respects to Wurundjeri and Bunurong elders, past and present.

We also want to acknowledge that we’re all meeting on the unceded lands of 
the Ramaytush Ohlone (rah-my-toosh oh-low-nee). People and pay our 
respects to the Ancestors, Elders and Relatives of the Ramaytush
community.

We encourage you to visit ramaytush.org, where you can find out more 
about the community, as well as donate, and to also form relationships with 
First Nations groups in your own communities as part of your game 
development process.



The Team - Creating an environment 
for radical collaboration!

Audio:
Maize, Tfer, Allison and Kyra 

Direction:
Georgia and Jason

Tech support: 
Thom



The Challenge: A mountain of 
dialogue… 

● 14 characters
● Cast in different cities
● Scripts up to 2000 pages 

each
So, how do we deal with that?



The Conversational Goals  

● Conversational and natural tones 
for each interaction in the game.

● Consistency of audio recording 
quality across actors and studios, 
and time.

Above all: 
● Comfortable recording experience 

for actors given the complex non 
linear nature of the script. 

Round one of recording in 2018!



The Production Timeline 



Team - Keys to creating an environment 
for radical collaboration
● Acknowledging specialist skills bases of team members. 
● The importance of onboarding.

○ overcoming distance and team size. 
○ teaching and practice 

● Effective knowledge transfer through 
○ communication and rehearsal
○ establishment of vocabulary
○ “Sanity checks”

● Iteration - take the time to follow through with it! 



Why are we doing it this way?



Onboarding plan - sanity checks



Dress rehearsal!



The keys to success: 
Dropbox + Sheets



Engineer 
Training!



Engineer 
Training!



The integration hero - EdiMarker! 💓



Post Production and Implementation 
- The relay race to the finish line
● Sound Editing  -

○ Workflow design, management, and evolution.

● Geek level engagement about sound tech. 

● Real time mixing, and impact of bugs on mixing and game 
play, automated v manual testing. 



Workflow
Thom’s Text Tool tm
In house script 
conversion tool

recording studio 
requirements



Dialogue Editing
- Slicing
- choosing the right take 
- identifying recording issues

- Editing 
- Shortcuts 
- Character based presets
- Denoise,  De-reverb,  Loudness, Eq 

- Exporting
- naming 
- error management 



Why are we doing it this way?



QA - so how did we do? 
… Out of 800 scenes, we estimate 
around 5% of them had errors… 

● Automated QA can only rely on 
files existing or not

● Manual QA for anything that 
takes listening

● Fix can exist in wav file, or in 
script text

MEOW



Key takeaways  -
● Set up your team for success and keep supporting them!
● Over communicating is better than under communicating
● Practice and iterate on processes - if there is something 

wrong fix it once! 
● Buy in from multiple departments, will allow you the tools 

you need to scale and be flexible. 



Thanks for listening!
• We are here pitching our next game…
• We are interested in discussing VO services.

• Questions? 


